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Introduction
Challenges

▶

∼15% of MobiHoc simulation papers (2000 - 2005) were repeatable [2].

▶

∼33% (out of 134 papers) ToIP papers release datasets while only 9% release code [3].

▶

∼32% (out of 600) CS papers published in ACM events exhibit weak repeatability [4].

▶

We are less strict on reproducibility but tend to accept papers that appear plausible.

▶

This is a cultural issue and changing a culture is hard.

▶

Despite continued advice [5, 6, 7, 8, 9], reproducibility exists as an ongoing problem.

1

1

Recommendations
Q/A

ACM provides formal definitions [1] of repeatability, replicability and reproducibility.
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▶

Authors’ perspective −
▶
▶

▶

Recommendations
Q/A

Lack of incentive to reproduce research
Double-blind review requires obfuscation

Reviewers’ perspective −
▶
▶

Fetching artifacts breaks review anonymity
Lack of appreciation for good review work
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Introduction

▶

The CS networking discipline is extremely fast-paced −
▶
▶
▶
▶

Network measurement results become stale within a span of few years.
Race of putting together findings quickly to be first, tends to hurts reproducibility.
Ability to properly store, document, and organize data requires time.
Norm is to get the paper accepted, release artifacts later (after peer-review)

▶

Conferences2 do not provide incentives for authors to release artifacts.

▶

Despite encouragement3 , few papers that reproduce results get published.
▶

2
3
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Papers with novel ideas tend to excite paper acceptance.

unlike IMC that bestows best dataset awards
IMC and TMA CFP solicit submissions that reproduce results
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▶

Reviewer cannot check for reproducibility of a submission with obfuscated artifacts.

▶

Datasets cannot be understood without the metadata [10] which breaks anonymity.

▶

Time invested in obfuscating paper can be used to prepare artifacts.

▶

Top venues need to setup a role model to initiate a cultural change.
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▶

Paper submission systems do not allow authors4 to upload artifacts with paper.
▶
▶

Artifacts are made available for review via external resources.
Reviewers are expected to fetch artifacts without leaving a trail.

▶

Authors rely on URL shortening services (another level of indirection) for artifacts.

▶

Artifacts made available on external resources may not remain permanently available.
▶
▶

4
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Resources become hard to maintain over time.
Resources prone to garbage collection when authors switch jobs.

SIGCOMM CCR now provides means to make artifacts available during the submission phase
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▶

Limited pool of reviewers that provide good (substantial and constructive) reviews.

▶

Checking for reproducibility increases review expectations further.

▶

Conferences experimenting with automated review assignment systems [11, 12].

▶

Publicly releasing reviews5 of an accepted paper helps with reproducibility.
▶

5
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Q/A

Helps future readership to critically examine an accepted paper.

IMC trailed making reviews publicly available for few years
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▶

Discuss reproducibility considerations

▶

Allow authors to upload artifacts

▶

Ask review questions on reproducibility

▶

Highlight reproducible papers
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▶

A reproducibility considerations6 section:
▶
▶

▶

To ensure authors think about reproducibility.
Describes where code is available or how to get (or produce) datasets.

Challenges
Recommendations
Q/A

Make measurement papers runnable [13, 14] (in the long run):
▶
▶
▶
▶

6

Play the process of consuming raw to data to produce results.
Helps see intermediate results; makes analytical errors visible.
Creates an incentives for carefulness.
Encourages application of analysis to an independent dataset.

similar to an ethical considerations section
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▶

ACM SIGPLAN conferences employ an Artifacts Evaluation Committee (AEC) [15].

▶

SIGCOMM CCR allows authors to submit artifacts during submission phase.

▶

SIGCOMM CCR relaxes page limits for reproducible papers.

▶

Conferences can split paper and artifact (few weeks after) submission deadlines7 .

▶

Conferences can encourage authors to demo software to increase plausibility of results.

▶

Publishers (ACM et al.) should allow authors to upload artifacts with the paper.

7

Q/A

This involves a risk of releasing artifacts to anonymous reviewers before paper acceptance.
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▶

Accomodate questions in the review form concerning reproducibility:

Recommendations
Q/A

▶

Are artifacts available? Is advise on how results can be reproduced provided?

▶

Can the released code be easily run on alternate datasets?

▶

Is the methodology suitably explained to allow rewriting code?
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▶

Not practical to reject all non-reproducible papers.

▶

Good, working and reproducible papers should get attention they deserve.
▶
▶
▶
▶
▶
▶

8

Q/A

Publishers can badge8 and highlight reproducible papers.
Conferences can bestow best dataset awards.
AEC can be used to sample and evaluate papers on reproducibility.
Journals receiving extended conference papers can be strict on reproducibility.
SIGCOMM CCR can dedicate a column for papers that reproduce [16] results.
New venues [17] that solicit papers that reproduce research may help.

This will require a mechanism to ensure badges do not become fake over time
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▶

Despite challenges, state of reproducibility is not dismal, but improving −
▶
▶

▶

Research is being reproduced [18, 19, 20], albeit rarely.
DatCat [21] & CRAWDAD [22] provide index of existing measurement data.

Challenges
Recommendations
Q/A

Recommendations −
▶
▶
▶
▶

Discuss reproducibility considerations
Allow authors to upload artifacts
Ask review questions on reproducibility
Highlight reproducible papers

…may not be concluding wisdom, but maybe an incentive to reproducibility.
www.vaibhavbajpai.com
bajpaiv@in.tum.de | @bajpaivaibhav
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